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ABSTRACT!!

RSI (pronounced Relative Strengthening Index Token) is a concept for a decentralized professional networking community project. We aim to encourage the current
status of professional data analytics through the community,investments,used Services of RSI users through a global agreement. Using the RSI Token to purchase and
send or receive Tokens using The blockchain network. RSI seeks to offer a trust
where the everyday person can securely connect with others , and effectively contribute too their place of network for the emerging blockchain ecosystem.

RSI Token is a blockchain based implementation that strives to improve the accessibility
of cryptocurrency and its related technologies by spurring with an evolution of the
Blockchain Network through research,innovation, and dedication.
The leading problem facing digital currencies is that people lack the technical knowledge to take advantage of them. RSI goals are centered around the idea of network
use, a place which simplifies the process, and creates a more intuitive experience for
everyone using the Token.
In order to achieve this, and prepare for mass adoption, RSI will take the existing work
of the Ethereum network,and further adopt its capabilities,and stability.
A multi-community driven network will lay the foundation for this process, bringing
the concepts of decentralized currency, applications, and governance to a higher purpose.
MAIN WORK:
RSI Token is a new P2P network friendly and vested digital currency designed
to unite all interested users for exchange and transfer of money to any point
of the world by bypassing centralized payments systems which are outdated and
hard too use.
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PROBLEM SENTMENT

Presently, tens of millions of people legitimately own cryptocurrencies. Hundreds of
millions around the world are aware of cryptocurrencies and would like to obtain
them. Many view crypto as a means of investment with stunning returns, and others
see benefits of seamless digital transactions and new business opportunities afforded by blockchain technology.
Mass adoption of cryptocurrencies is inevitable and imminent. The cause and credit
is owed to many trail-blazing entrepreneurs and visionaries, including the source of
our inspiration and object of deepest respect, social media. The moment of
mass adoption will definitely come sooner rather than later. Consumers need a
simple, fast and safe means of digital cryptocurrency. Capitalization fluctuates
around $300 billion.
Yet the governments,banks, and international payment systems around the world
drag their feet in establishing clear rules of regulating crypto transactions to enable
law-abiding citizens buying and selling physical goods using their digital assets. A
large portion of $300 billion is ripe for spending - conversion into physical assets.
The goal of our company is to empower consumers around the world to participate
in crypto and to enjoy the purchasing power of their crypto investments. RSI Token
is a digital marketplace where the people and communities can freely and securely
buy and sell goods for cryptocurrency.
More and more investors are acting on the feed-backend insights provided through
new media channels,meaning that the sentiment of the market has a much stronger
influence on blockchain assets compared to fiat currency assets.
Without knowing the sentiment of the market, investors are missing crucial information required to make informed, accurate investment decisions.
RSI will Factor in their level of influence on the market. RSI will also identify and
weigh opinions based on the credibility of their market influence.
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VISION

Many people want a simple and safe way to obtain a stake in cryptocurrency, but do
not know how. They are not miners, not speculators, just individuals who seek
added value in investing in cryptocurrency. The number of cryptocurrency owners is
projected to increase from a current 22 million to over 250 million by 2020. Yet
these same people are very comfortable with buying and selling on social media
channels, Amazon, WeChat, facebook, Twitter and the like. In 2016, marketplaces
accounted for 44% of the world’s $2.44 trillion spent online in 2016. Cryptocurrency
wallets are primarily concentrated on mobile devices, with over 65% of wallets
being mobile. Global smartphone penetration is projected to reach 37% by
2020. Global population of digital buyers will surpass 2 billion people by 2020.
Cryptocurrency is the future, so why keep using old m ethods to predict the
m arket!!
2017 proved the dynamism of cryptocurrency markets. As prices climbed, traditionally skilled investment analysts could not agree on when growth rates would
change.
Traditional market analysis is based on trends and movements. Mathematic and economic principles are used to measure the forces of supply and demand, with
historical patterns and intrinsic value playing a key role. These types of analysis are
perfect for relatively stable assets, with common intrinsic value, such as property
and commodities - however, cryptocurrencies are different. Crypto-related investments are a new type of investment that is intangible in nature. Some may be
built on a technology used today, while others are built on a great idea or prototype.
This is why cryptocurrency and blockchain investments create conversations -they
create excitement, opinions, beliefs, bias and most of all, emotion. It is these
conversations and speculations that often have the most effect on cryptocurrency.
Traditionally this type of data is known as “market confidence” or “market sentiment”.
This is highly valuable, but was exceptionally hard to quantitatively analyze at scale
given its qualitative nature. Accurate measurement of market sentiment can therefore lead to more accurate predictions of cryptocurrency price movements.
RSI uses methods of Insights gathered from market and community sentiment and
social investment senti-ment. Scanning the internet for sentiment data in realtime,carefully discerning tone and author credibility.
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USE CASE.
Much like the Internet was in its infancy, Blockchain isn’t something we should be
afraid of. In fact, until now, it has been misunderstood. The possible networking and
growth are so vast however, that blockchain is now recognized as being revolutionary for every aspect of our digital lives.
To simplify this into a solution, imagine an endless spreadsheet. Rather than saving
this spreadsheet on your own computer, it is decentralized and encrypted on many
computers across a vast network. Not only does this make your information secure
by having it infinitely backed-up, but no one has the ability to corrupt or access the
data without your personal key.
Not only does RSI ethereum based blockchain embody these secure and stable attributes, but it has been running since 2014, an eternity when it comes to technology advancement. Focused on growth and multiplication RSI comes with a community and supportive network of tech pros that have been working with the
blockchain since its inception. RSI is more than just a transaction. RSI is the future,with significant technological implications for growth,supply,chain management and much more.
Blockchain allows for:
Decentralized initiation, settlement and fulfillment of transactions. Payments are
imediate upon performance under carefully crafted smart contracts.

RSI was based on the ethereum blockchain to support others interface and
integrate into a crypto economy. We have experts on our team to motion
this ever growing digital space.
The Token is backed by a distributed team of technology professionals who are here
to help, support, educate, and integrate. RSI is the leading edge of applying
blockchain technology to everyday use.
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TEAMS AIM

RSI is building a dedicated system for anyone to participate. RSI will not only be used in
around its users but also by groups and communities that wish too take part in the
ecosystem of RSI.
RSI is using blockchain which utilizes transparency purposes while proving immutable
ownership of digital data.
RSI is constantly evolving and we are always looking at ways we can add value to
the RSI ecosystem.
As with any growing ecosystem, we value functionality and look into maximizing
the use cases within the network. With the Peer to-Peer Marketplace, all
movements of value within this network will be made with ease in the networks
native currency. The marketplace is designed to be a complete peer-to-peer solution where users will be able to buy and sell products and services in a completely
secured environment.
RSI has a goal to be as user-friendly as possible whilst providing a stable return for
its investors. All aspects of the ethereum network are carefully analyzed and under
development to reach a simple use for everyone without requiring advanced
technical knowledge to operate.

The solutions introduced with RSI is aiming at improving the Overall functionality and usability with a ultimate goal of partaking in the ecosystem. RSI Token
along with a enhanced network security are just the beginning of setting up the
environment for future development in this generation.
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MAKING A DIFFEENCE
The global RSI Token Marketplace, powered by Ethereum blockchain and the exchange traded RSI Tokens , enables these endeavors with peer-to-peer smart contracts for buying and selling of cryptocurrency related coins like eth or bitcoin. Sellers are interested to receive cryptocurrency for their wares. Utility of settlement +
Investment vehicle = mass adoption of digital currency; Buyers are realizing the
cryptocurrency investment gains and purchasing power, yet are spared the pain
and risks of switching between crypto and fiat currency; Smart contracts ensure
that transactions are seamless, secure, enforceable, transparent and decentralized.

The smart contract technology allows the RSI Token Marketplace, to ensure safety,
executability, intractability and verifiability of a transaction, successfully facilitating peer
to-peer transactions. As regulation concerning acceptance of digital currencies in a
B2C arena evolves, the marketplace will add business sellers and buyers to its roster.
The smart contracts will obliviate many existing intermediaries, the leeches of value
chains. The delivery economy facilitates explosive growth in the form of direct adding
value too each layer of person using the RSI network.
RSI is heavily aimed at improving peer too peer cashless transactions by bringing in
and encouraging a community that enforces and upholds the RSI code and also by
partaking and influencing new members too become part of a ever growing
blockchain generation.
We believe that all people are equal and all deserve a share of information which enables us too grow together and expand our terminology and renewed thinking.
We are constantly on the verge of newer creations and improvements that co -exist
outside the realms of the real world. The challenges we face are always a new step
towards a greater and yet safer future.
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Token Dtails
Token Paramters:
Role of Token

Community Investment Token

Token Abbreviation

RSI

Token Name

Relative Strengthening Index Token

Emmision Rate

No New Tokens Ever Made

Maximum Supply

18,400,000 Token

Token Network

ERC20 ETHEREUM

Token Distrubution:
Maximum of Token Supply is Distributed as Follows:
Per Cent of Maximum supply

Public placement (ICO)

75%

Maximum Of Quantity

13,800,000

Team Allocation

3%

552,000

Community & Bonuses

7%

1,288,000

15%

2,760,000

100%

18,400,000

reserved After ICO
Total Amount

Public Token Sale Details:
Tokens will be offered to the public in a Three stage process within general terms of the RSI Token. RSI Could Reserve the right too assign a
longer stage process where Tokens can be sold at a more frequent pace
too ensure an ICO successful completion.
RSI Tokesn will be distributed within the first 24 hours of receival of payment
General terms of the RSI TOKEN sale are as follows (estimated dates,
may be subject to change):
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Bonus & Discount Round 1
Begins:
Ends:
Discount Round 2
Begins:

GMT + 9:30

03 September 2018 07:29 AM
21 October 2018 07:30 AM
21 October 2018 07:30 AM

Ends:

23 Novemeber 2018 07:31 AM

No Discount Round 3
Begins:

23 November 2018 07:31 AM

Ends:
Soft Cap:
Hard Cap (Maximum Supply):
Minimum Transaction Amount:
Token Price:

19 January

2018 07:30 AM

2800 ETH
12500 ETH
0,01 ETH
0,0010 ETH

•Unsold Tokens
Tokens are minted only upon payment with ETH, thus no unsold Coins will be
created at the close of coin-generation event.
• Token Payment Methods
We accept only ETH from ERC-20 token standard wallets, sending ETH from
exchanges may result in a loss of your funds.
• Team Vesting, Anti-Dumping Measures
RSI team allocation of RSI is intended to be locked for the first three months
after the date of distribution, and will be vested over a period of 12 months
following the end of lock-up period, at 25% each quarter.
• Reserve Pool
During the initial stage of RSI Marketplace development, at least 15% of the
entire supply will be retained by RSI Reserve Pool to protect the nascent
from speculative trading and to maintain flexibility at the early stages of the
evolution of the ecosystem. The RSI Reserve Pool may be released in limited allotments by decision of the Board of Directors to ensure the long-term returns
and liquidity for RSI community.
RSI has already weighed in Most of Its Bonuses and Discounts we believe
in offering Stable discounts and bonuses too our Buyers to make a fair
par between the Investors.
Token sale will lead for a no longer period of time allocated.
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How to Buy RSI:
Users wishing to purchase RSI directly from the ICO will need an
Ethereum wallet. Users will need any non-exchange ETH wallet to request
RSI. This ETH wallet will generate a personalized ETH address. When RSI
Token buying becomes enabled for users , users will be able to specify the
quantity of ETH they would like to exchange for RSI.
Exchange Listing:
We are undergoing the listing process on four major exchanges. These undertakings will be completed within reasonable timeframe of the finalization.
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TEAM.
Ryan Charlton:
(Business Representitive) and Co Founder : Ryan Charlton has worked for Several
Investement companies based in Australia one of Them being AFIC Running leader
for investment portfolios and Small too large scale Business operations. He has previous experience as an entrepreneur self made company by the name of "Time is
Money".Ryan graduated with a B.S. in Economics and management magna cum
laude. Most recently, he has served as a managing partner of BITTransfer, a
blockchain and emerging technologies advisory firm. It was in this role where he
learned about the growing importance of the personal data monetization industry
in the global blockchain economy. He has had a great degree of experience with
Blockchain related ventures and bought his first bitcoin in 2014.

Sean Goodman:
Designing and Development of RSI: Sean Goodman has been designing smart
contracts for more than three years. He studied biomedical engineering and
seeks to combine high quality design with fields employing superior technology
and scientific methods. He Has spent most of his career recently working as a
Full Stack Developer. Sean Goodman posses the skills too push Blockchain and it
Related Tasks Through too success.
Aaron Looper:
Content Creation Marketing Sales and Support:
Spent time at Google, where he designs both web-based and mobile-based
websites and advertising. He has also Runs several support related queries
through Business scale Channels and has chosen too adopt his skills within
Blockchain Related Goals.
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CONCLUSION!
In order for this to happen we must start small, we must understand and embrace
our limitations as actors of change. Once we show success we will continue to be
agile in facing and solving new barriers that present themselves.
The current status of governence and promise is a global issue yes, but the solution lies in each community. We welcome all insight, feedback, and collaboration.
We believe we will help shape the world’s future and in doing so make the world
a better place for us all.
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Risks(Terms and Conditions).
By purchasing, holding, and using RSI Token and/or the website, you expressly acknowledge and assume the following risks:
CERTAIN RISKS RELATING TO PURCHASE, SALE, AND USE OF RSI TOKENS
Important Note: As noted elsewhere in these terms, the RSI Tokens are not being
structured or sold as securities or any other form of investment product. Accordingly, none of the information presented in this whitepaper is intended to form
the basis for any investment decision, and no specific recommendations are intended.
The Company expressly disclaims any and all responsibility for any direct
or consequential loss or damage of any kind whatsoever arising directly or indirectly from: (i) reliance on any information contained in this whitepaper, (ii) any
error, omission, or inaccuracy in any such information, or (iii) any action resulting
from such information.
RISK OF LOSING ACCESS TO RSI TOKENS DUE TO LOSS OF PRIVATE KEY(S),
CUSTODIAL ERROR, OR PURCHASER ERROR
A private key, or a combination of private keys, is necessary to control and dispose
of RSI Tokens stored in your digital wallet or vault. Accordingly, loss of requisite private key(s) associated with your digital wallet or vault storing RSI Tokens
will result in loss of such RSI Tokens. Moreover, any third party that gains access to
such private key(s), including access gained to login credentials of a digital wallet
service you use, may be able to misappropriate your RSI Tokens. Any errors or
malfunctions caused by, or otherwise related to, the digital wallet or vault you
choose to receive and store RSI Tokens on, including your own failure to properly
maintain or use such digital wallet or vault, may also result in the loss of your Rsi
Tokens. Additionally, your failure to precisely follow the procedures set forth in
the ICO website — for instance, if you provide the wrong address for receiving RSI
Tokens — may result in the loss of your RSI Tokens.
RISKS ASSOCIATED WITH THE ETHEREUM PROTOCOL
Because RSI Tokens are based on the Ethereum protocol, any malfunction,
breakdown, or abandonment of the Ethereum protocol may have a material adverse effect on the RSI Token Moreover, advances in cryptography, or technical advances such as the development of quantum computing, could present risks to
RSI, including the utility of RSI Tokens for obtaining services, by rendering ineffective the cryptographic consensus mechanism that underpins the Ethereum protocol.
RISK OF MINING ATTACKS
As with other decentralized, cryptographic tokens based on the Ethereum
protocol, RSI Tokens are susceptible to attacks by miners in the course of validating RSI transactions on the Ethereum blockchain, including, but not limited to:
double-spend attacks, majority mining Power attacks and self- mining attacks.
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Legal Disclaimer.
This Whitepaper is for information purposes only and may be subject to change.
By participating in RSI Token event you understand and irrevocably agree with
the disclaimer set out below and Terms and Conditions (“Terms”) of RSI Token
RSI cannot guarantee the accuracy of the statements made or conclusions
reached in this Whitepaper. RSI Token does not make and expressly disclaims all
representations and warranties (whether express or implied by statute or otherwise) whatsoever, including but not limited to:
- any representations or warranties relating to merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, description, suitability or non-infringement;
- that the contents of this document are accurate and free from any errors; and that such contents do not infringe any third party rights.
RSI Tokens shall have no liability for damages of any kind arising out of the use,
reference to or reliance on the contents of this Whitepaper. This Whitepaper
may contain references to third-party data and industry publications. As far as
RSI Token is aware, the information reproduced in this Whitepaper is accurate
and that its estimates and assumptions are reasonable. However, there are no
assurances as to the accuracy or completeness of this information.
Although information and data reproduced in this Whitepaper are believed to
have been obtained from reliable sources, we have not independently verified
any of the information or data from third party sources referred to in this
Whitepaper or ascertained the underlying assumptions relied upon by such
sources. As of the date of publication of this Whitepaper and Terms RSI
Token(also further “Tokens” / “RSI” /“RSI Tokens”) have no known potential uses
outside of the RSI ecosystem.
This Whitepaper does not constitute advice nor a recommendation by RSI
Token, its officers, directors, managers, employees, agents, or consultants, or
any other person to any recipient of this Whitepaper on the merits of participation in the RSI Token.Participation in the RSI Token carries substantial risk that
could lead to a loss of all or a substantial portion of funds contributed
No promises of future performance or value are or will be made with respect to
Tokens,including no promise of inherent value, no promise of continuing payments, and no guarantee that RSI Tokens will hold any particular value. Unless
prospective participants fully understand and accept the nature of RSI Tokens
proposed business and the potential risks inherent in RSI Token, they should not
participate in the RSI Token. RSI Tokens are not being structured or sold as securities. RSI Tokens are not a participation in RSI and RSI Tokens hold no rights in
RSI or in case of formation of any legal entity based on RSI Token.
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